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Abstract

With the increasing use of information technology in the health care domain to-

day, hospitals are interconnected to share medical data, thereby providing a distributed

environment for storing and accessing medical data. As data is accessed from various

locations in such distributed environment, security becomes a major concern because

security lapses such as unauthorized access, eavesdropping, masquerading, intrusion, and

data integrity violation could easily occur. Medical data is highly sensitive, so several

provinces in Canada and various countries across the world have defined policies and have

introduced laws to maintain the privacy and confidentiality of medical data. Without a

proper security infrastructure, it would be highly difficult to maintain the privacy and

confidentiality of medical data.

The major challenge in health information systems is to perform authorization

check (i.e., access control) locally, while providing access to medical data globally without

violating the privacy of medical data. Providing access control scalable across hospitals is

quite complex because of the following two reasons:(a) each hospital has its own policies

(b) in a hospital external users from other hospitals become aliens.The main objective

of this research is to provide a security framework for sharing Digital Imaging and Com-

munications in Medicine (DICOM) images in radiology information systems (RIS). We

designed a hybrid access control model by combining the properties of team-based ac-

cess control and rule-based role delegation models. We use the trust relationship among

hospitals to make the hybrid access control model scalable across hospitals. The secu-

rity framework provides fine-grained access control, policy management, demographics

filtering, and log maintenance constrained to PHIA (Personal Health Information Act
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of 1997) and the DICOM standard. Our emphasis is towards fine-grained access control

and log maintenance. The security framework will maintain privacy and confidentiality

of DICOM images without degrading the performance of RIS considerably.
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

Although the technology to interconnect hospitals exists and permits data sharing, some

of the health care institutions are reluctant to share medical data due to lack of proper

security infrastructure. Significant research is being done [Cha01, Dolg7, Geo01, Hic9b,

Kuh97, Pot00, Vang7, Vang7a] to solve the problems related to security aspects of med-

ical data (in such areas as access control, intrusion detection, authentication, and secure

transmission), but each aspect is examined in isolation. To our knowledge, there is no

evidence of work that studies the overall security components required for sharing ra-

diology data and how the security components can be used together without degrading

the performance of the radiology information systems while increasing scalability, and

fault tolerance of the security framework. Our work is specific to radiology data in the

health care domain, where the Digital Imaging and Communication of Images in Medicine

(DICOM) standard [Nem01] is used for communication. Radiology data is subset of med-

ical data. In health care domain a patient medical data should be accessible only by a

gorup of users who provide treatment to the patient. The users in the group (i.e., users

providing treatment to the patient) keep changing quiet frequently. The medical data

being highly confidential requires very fine-grained access control compared to any other
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data such as finance data. Here fine-grained access control is defined as providing access

to medical data based on location and content. We compared ûnance data to medical

data because client and brokers / agents in finance domain are equivalent to patient

and health care professionals providing treatment to patient respectively in health care

domain. Violation of privacy and confidentiality of data in health care domain will affect

the social life of a patient which is not prominent in finanace domain. The DICOM Work-

ing Group-14 [Nem01] provides mechanisms for application entities to perform integrity

check, secure authentication, and secure transmission of data but defers access control.

log maintenance and auditing for future considerations.

There exist some security architectures [Bakg8, Beng8, Wie96] designed for the health

care domain; however, they are restricted to sharing medical data within a single hospital.

Effort is being made to network all hospitals, walk-in clinics, radiology laboratories,

and research organizations to share medical data in a distributed environment. We

designed a scalable, fault tolerant, and a high-performance security framework for sharing

DICOM images for such a distributed environment, with an emphasis on access control,

log maintenance and auditing constrained to the PHIA requirements and the DICOM

standard. The task of providing access control scalable across hospitals is challenging

because we not only deal with internal known users, but also with external unknown

USCIS.

1.1 Public Health Information Act

The highly sensitive nature of medical data prompted the Manitoba provincial govern-

ment to introduce the Personal Health Information Act (PHIA) in 19g7, which became

law in 1999. The main objective of PHIA is to maintain the privacy, the confidentiality,
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and the integrity of medical data.

confidentiality of the medicat data.

3

PHIA defines policies to maintain the privacy and

We define some of the terminology used in Health

Information Systems (HIS) based on PHIA lphig7l.

Personal Health Information: Personal health information is defined as any form of

recorded information that relates to an individual's health, health historv. health

care, date of birth, etc.

Trustee: Any organization or individual that provides health care or any body or orga-

nization that is designated to access health information. PHIA ciassifies trustees

into four categories: health care facilities (e.g., hospitals, personal care homes, etc.),

health care professionals (e.g., doctors, nurses, physicians, researchers), health ser-

vice agencies (insurance provider), and public bodies (e.g., municipal government,

educational institution, and regional health authorities).

Access: The right to examine, obtain a copy, and seek a correction of health information.

The policies defined in PHIA are as follows l.phig7l :
LJ

o A trustee should provide each individual user, access to all of his / her own medical

information except information that causes serious threat to the mental or physical

health of the individual or public safety.

r A trustee should provide each of its employees access only to medical information

for which he / she is designated. Prior to providing a,ccess, the trustee should

determine the medical information each of its employees is authorized to access.

For example, a doctor in a health care facility should be able to access onlv to his

/ her patients records.
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o A trustee should accomplish a task with minimum collection of information directly

from the patient. Prior to the collection of the information. the trustee has to notifv

the patient the purpose for collecting the data.

o A trustee may collect health information indirectly in the following cases:

1. An individual authorizing another method of coilection.

2. Collection of information directly will cause serious threat to physical or men-

tal health of the individual or public safety.

3. Collection of information is in the interest of the individual and time or if

circumstances do not permit collection directly from the individual.

4. Collection of information directly from the individual could reasonably be

expected to result in inaccurate information.

5. Another method of collection is authorized or required by a court order or an

enactment of Manitoba or Canada.

o A trustee should maintain a log of events, such as successful or unsuccessful at-

tempts to gain access, addition, deletion, modification, and transmission of personal

health information.

c A trustee should perform regular audits to detect security breaches (intrusion de-

tection) within the health information systems.

o A trustee can disclose required information to another trustee, such as a doctor

within the same hospital or different hospitals, walk-in-clinics, and researchers.

In specific ca,ses, such as researchers accessing medical images, there is a need to

maintain the confidentiality of the data by removing demographics (e.g., patients

name, date of birth, etc.) from the medical images. The trustee can also disclose
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the information to the patient's family member except for information that violates

the privacy of the individual.

The trustee can disclose information to another trustee only with the consent of the

individual. However, the information that is quite common (i.e., information thet

does not identify any individual patient) can be disclosed to researchers without

consent.

The trustee, while transmitting medical data, has to protect the data from eaves-

dropping and perform integrity checks.

L.2 DICOM

The DICOM standard not only deals with the interconnections among the equipment

used for storing, archiving, and retrieving medical images (produced using equipment

by different vendors) but also supports interoperability (i.e., supports interoperability

among different vendors' equipment). The DICOM standard is initially proposed to

transfer radiology images but now the scope of the DICOM standard is being expanded

to cardiology and endoscopy.

DICOM uses object-oriented technology [Rav97]. A DICOM object is formed by encap-

sulating the data and the functions that can be performed on the data. The DICOM

objects, also known as service objects, are exchanged between two application entities

which are confined to one of the two roles: either as a Service Class User (SCU: the entity

that requires a service) or as a Service Class Provider (SCP: the entity that processes

the requested service). Various groups focus on different aspects of the DICOM stan-

dard (such as the data dictionary, message exchange, network communication support
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for message exchange, media storage and the

security) [Nem01, Nem01a, Nem01b, Nem01c,

the security aspects of DICOM.

6

file format for medical interchange, and

Nem01dl. Our focus in this thesis is on

1.3 Problem Definition

The security problems that are yet unresolved or non-standardized are as follows: access

control scalable across organizations, policy management, log maintenance, and deciding

whether to adopt a centralized or decentralized architecture.

1.3.1 Access Control Scalable Across Organizations

The hospitals in the Winnipeg Regional Health Authority are being interconnected to

share medical data in a distributed environment. The users' roles and object âccess

domains change dynamically based on context, time, location, and content. Protecting

and providing fine-grained access control to DICOM images based on PHIA is one of the

major challenges in the Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) [Yaz02].

PACS is used for storing, archiving, managing, and communication of DICOM images in

a distributed environment.

taditionally, access control is provided using techniques such as Discretionary Access

Control (DAC) [Ncs87a] and Mandatory Access Control (MAC) lBel75]. In DAC the

access is provided based on owner's discretion (i.e., a user responsible for the creation

of the data grants / denies access to the data by another user). In MAC, the secu-

rity administrator sets up rules to access the data and the user has to satisfy all the

rules in order to gain authorization to access data. Both MAC and DAC techniques

have become obsolete as Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [Fer92] gained importance.
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In the RBAC model, a user activates his / her permissions by selecting a subset of

assigned roles (i.e., a job or a task performed in an organization), which in turn are

associated with a set of permissions. Many variations of RBAC have been proposed

lBar99, Fer92, Geo00, Geo01, Giug9, Kuhg7, Mof98, Thog7, Thog7a] by accommodating

hierarchies, relations among roles, constraints, etc.

Recent trends gravitate towards active security that provides access based on time, loca-

tion, content, and context. Team-Based Access Control (TMAC) [Geo01, Thog7], Task-

Based Access Control (TBAC) lThogTa], and Rule-Based Role Delegation Model lZha1l,
Zha02] are some of the active security models that provide access control based on con-

text. However, these models are designed to provide access control in a single hospital

and are yet to be generalized for access control across organizations. In a distrbuted

environment, we are not only dealing with internal users known to the system but also

with external users unknown to the svstem.

L.3.2 Policy Management

Aithough governments define policies to safeguard medical data, each hospital still has

its own policies and work-flows. As the data is shared in a distributed environment no

single hospital is the owner of the data. A hospital is responsible for secure storage of

medical data generated for a patient locally. However data has to be shared expeditiously

between hospitals but only upon notification to the patient. We need to take appropriate

measures to maintain consistency in policies locally as well as globally. Any addition or

deletion of poiicies may lead to conflicts and inconsistencies among policies. We study

various scenarios for policy usage and identifu those that increases the performance of

the security framework.
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1.3.3 Log Maintenance

Government regulations, such as PHIA, require that every attempt (whether successful
or unsuccessful) to access medical data be recorded in a log. In addition, auditing at
regular intervals is necessary to detect any security breaches (intrusion detection). we
discuss where and how to maintain the log (e.g; the log may be within the DICoM object
or separate from the DICoM object). This work assumes that there are techniques to
detect intrusion.

L.3.4 Adopt a centralized or Decentrarized Architecture

Access can be controlled either through a single gateway (centralized architecture) or
multiple gateways (decentralized architecture). Each gateway consists of all the required
security components such as authorization component, access control component, filtering
component' and log maintenance component. centr alized, access control provides better
access control but may lead to a bottleneck or a single point failure (e.g., if the single
gateway goes down, the data under its control cannot be accessed until the gateway is
rectified) and also may degrade in performance as the load increases. A decentralized
architecture may resolve the problems associated with a centralized architecture. In
a decentralized architecture, the system maintains replicas of access control lists and
policies at mulitple gateways in the network. However, a decentralized architecture has
its own drawbacks. Firstly, a decentralized architecture may lead to inconsistencies
(i'e'' whenever an entity is added or deleted from access control lists or policies list).
secondly' a decentralized architecture may overload a single gateway out of multiple
gateways' These problems can be solved by applying appropriate replication techniques
to maintain consistency among the replicated data and use load balancing techniques to
distribute the load' Howerver, a decentralized architecture adds cost and complexity.
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1.3.5 Summarv

In this thesis, we will provide mechanisms for access control, log maintenance and au-

diting, and provide an architecture for secure access of DICOM images in a distributed

environment emaphasizing access control and log maintenance and auditing.

L.4 A Summary of Solutions

We designed and developed a security framework for DICOM images in HIS. The security

framework contains security components such as authentication engine, authorization en-

gine, access control engine, and log maintenance engine. We provide access control by

combining the properties of two different models: Team Based Access Control (TMAC)

model and Rule-based Role Delegation Model(RBRDM). We use trust relationship be-

tween hospitals to make â,ccess control scalable across hospitals. We also use SSL for

communication between client and server, and server and server. We use Extensible

Markup Language (XML) to communicate requests across hospitals and maintaining the

role hierarchy. The filtering engine module parse through the DICOM file and replace

the the demographics with a delimiter. We maintain three different log authentication

log, DICOM access service log, and assignment, delegation, and revocation iog.

1.5 Significance of this Thesis

This thesis provides a security framework that provides secure access to DICOM images

in health care domain. The components of the security framework act as middle-ware

infrastructure for DICOM medical images. The main contribution of this thesis is the

design of a security framework for DICOM images in health care domain. The security

framework constitutes the following components: Authentication engine, Authorization
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Engine, Log Maintenânce Engine, and Policy Management Engine. Security in health

care domain is very broad area and is quiet complex. We narrowed down the scope of

this project to access control model and log maintenance. We designed a hybrid access

control model that is scalable across hospitals. The hybrid access control (i.e., formed

by combining the properties of team-based access control model and rule-based role

delegation model) aiong with simple trust relationship between hospitals provides access

(i.e., scalable across hospitals) to DICOM medical images in a distributed environment.

The components of the framework are transparent to the user. This thesis also defines

type of events that need to be recorded in the log and the location at which the log has

to be maintained. The log can be used for investigation in case of any security breaches.

1.6 Organization of this Thesis

The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 briefly describes the literature

survey in terms of access control, policy management, and log maintennace. Chapter 3

discusses the architecture details, system design, and pseudocode. Chapter 4 discusses

the implementation details. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and the future

work.

10



Chapter 2

literature Survey

Significant research has been done on security aspects of medical data, such as access

control, authentication, secure transmissions, but each aspect in treated isolation [Cha01,

Dol97, Geo01, Hic95, Kuh97, Pot00, Yang7, Vang7a]. DICOM security Working Group-

14 [Nem01], working on security aspects of DICOM standard is yet to standardize the

access control for DICOM medical images.

2.L Access Control Models

The DICOM standard provides mechanisms for application entities to perform integrity

checks, secure authentication, and secure transfer of data between application entities,

thereby providing solutions to eavesdropping, wire-tapping, and masquerading. But DI-

COM does not provide any standard mechanism to support access control and policy

management. Research has been done to extend RBAC model to provide fine-grained

access control in HIS lBakgS, Ben98, Ben99a, Cha01, Geo01, Mof98, Tho97, Tho97a,

Wie96, Yao01, Zha02]. However, the existing models provide access control within a

single hospital, and they are not scalable to provide giobal access control when hospitals,

11
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walk-in clinics, and research organizations are interconnected.

In spite of having many access control models, the problem of providing access control in

a HIS based on context, such as in emergency situations, remains unsolved. To overcome

this problem in a HIS, Chandramouli [Cha01] proposes a framework, called the Dynamic

Authorization FYamework for Multiple Authorization Types (DAFMAT), which provides

a hybrid access controi model and a logic-driven authorization engine. The hybrid access

control model combines the properties of RBAC and domain type enforcement. Access

control is enforced by means of a logic-driven authorization engine that uses first-order

predicate logic. The authorization engine grants permission based on five input param-

eters: user, role, subject, context variable, and priority code. DAFMAT provides âccess

control dynamically but it is quite complex to build and degrades the performance of

HIS significantiy. Since hospitals share data and each hospital has its own policies and

work-flows, the task of providing fine-grained access control across organizations is com-

plicated and yet unresolved. The hybrid access control model that we provide in this

thesis not only provides fine-grained access but also scalable across hospitals.

The RBAC model [Fer92] provides a solution to problems existing in traditional access

control models, such as DAC and MAC, to satisfy dynamic organizational needs. But

tasks such as assigning roles to users, role activation, and role hierarchy are static and are

also quite different from dynamic work-flows in organizations. Yao et al. [Yao01] propose

an active security access control model based on RBAC and credential-based role activa-

tion. The model is known as the Open Architecture for Secure Internetworking Services

(OASIS) access control model. The OASIS model grants permissions or activates roles

by incorporating the RBAC model. In addition, the OASIS model uses the credentials

of the user and the context such as location, and priority to activate or deactivate roles,

72
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thereby providing active security.

The OASIS model [Yao01] uses the notion of appointment instead of delegation. The user

who assigns some of his / her roles to another user is known as appointer and the user,

who uses the assigned roles is known as appointee. In the role-based delegation model, if

a role is deiegated to a user, the user enjoys the privileges of all the associated roles. In

contrast, the OASIS model uses the notion of appointment where an appointee can acti-

vate one or more roles based on the credentials granted by the appointer. The appointee

should have enough credentials and should also satisfy all the conditions necessary to

activate a role. Although the OASIS model provides fine-grained access control, it is not

yet formalized to accommodate domains such as walk-in-clinics, research institutes. etc.

Thomas [Tho97] proposes an access control model based on "teams", called Team-Based

Access Control (TMAC). A team is a collection of users having a common goal or task to

accomplish. For example, in a HIS, a group comprising a nurse, doctor, etc. responsible

for a patient's treatment forms a team. Members of the team can be added or removed

dynamically. Members of the team can access medical information (of the team's patient)

based on the roles assigned to them in the organization. The main advantage of TMAC

is that it not only incorporates RBAC but it also provides fine-grained access control

specific to users and objects without any significant administration overhead. TMAC

is an active security model. Unlike passive security models such as DAC, MAC, basic

RBAC models that are unaware of the context, the active security models are aware of

the context associated with the ongoing task. Georgiadis et al. lGeo00, Geo01] provide

a framework to integrate the concepts of the TMAC and RBAC, and also extended the

TMAC model to use contexts such as time and location of access.

13
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Thomas and Sandhu [Tho97a] propose an access control model based on "tasks", called

Task-Based Access Control (TBAC). TBAC falls into the category of active security.

TBAC provides authorization in a similar manner to normal work-flow in a paper-based

environment. In TBAC model a group is formed to accomplish the task. A member of

the group is designated as "executor-trustee". The executor-trustee is responsible for re-

voking and granting permissions to other members of the group. The permissions of the

users change dynamically as the task progresses towards completion. Unlike traditional

methods such as DAC, MAC, and RBAC that use subject-object relations for granting

permissions, TBAC grants permissions based on the task. TBAC is aware of the whole

context before granting permissions, thereby making it an active security model.

Wiederhold and Bitello [Wie96] propose a security model called tusted Interoperation

of Health Information (TIHI). TIHI comprises a security mediator that acts as a gateway

for incoming queries as well as responses. A designated security officer uses the security

mediator to provide access control. The security mediator lies between the clients and

the database containing medical records. The security officer is responsible for the secure

disclosure of information to authorized personnel only and defines rules that determine

the access control to automate the authorization process. TIHI is a MAC model be-

cause the user has to satisfy all the rules defined by the security officer to access medical

data. A message is generated and forwarded to the security officer in case of any rule

violation. TIHI provides access control by defining rules to automate access control, but

this approach leads to security administration overheads and the security officer, being

human, is error prone. The security officer, upon his / her discretion, approves, edits, or

declines a request. A log, with the timestamps, is maintained for every incoming query

and outgoing response.

I4
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In the RBAC model, privileges are assigned to roles and the roles are in turn assigned

to subjects. A role is job or a task a user can perform in an organization. A privilege

the right or permission to perform a task. A subject is the user who performs the task.

The subject activates all or a subset of the roles assigned. Roies are associated with

permissions as defined by a security administrator. Based on role activations the per-

missions are granted. The RBAC model provides flexibility as well as less overhead for

centralized security management. The RBAC model eliminates the need to define the

rights for each user the objects that he / she is authorized to access instead roies are

defined and assigned to users. The RBAC model is a passive security model as it does

not take context into consideration. The RBAC model as such cannot be used in HIS

because it provides access control at the object level but not at the instance level. A

doctor or a nurse in a hospital should access only his / her patients' records.

To provide access control at an instance level, Giuri and Lglio [Giu99] propose a RBAC

model based on the content of the medical data, thereby providing fine-grained access

control at the instance level. In the RBAC model, the pair (am, o) represents a priv-

ilege where an'L represents access mode and o represents the object. By contrast, in

the model proposed by Giuri and Lgiio [Giu99], the privilege is represented by a triple

(am,o,erpressi,on) where øm and o are same as discussed before and erpresszon (logical

expression) represents the context f constraints. In this model, role templates replace

roles. The logical expression and templates take as input parameter variable that change

dynamically at runtime, thereby providing fine-grained access control.

Baker [Bak98] proposes a security architecture to safeguard the privacy and confidential-

ity of medical data. Baker designed and developed Patient Centered Access to Secure

Systems Online (PCASSO) that provides secure online access to patients' medical data.

15
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In order to safeguard privacy and confidentiality PCASSO classifies medical data into five

categories: low, standard, deniable, guardian-deniable, and patient-deniable. PCASSO

incorporates both the RBAC and the MAC models to provide access control. MAC

is provided based on the labels assigned to the medical data. PCASSO uses the Se-

cure Socket Layer (SSL) [Hic95] protocol between the client and the server to ensure

secure transmission. The medical data is stored in two different databases known as the

Clinical Data Repository (CDR) and the Research Data Repository (RDR). The CDR

contains patient-identifiable information and is accessible to both patients and health

care providers, while RDR contains non-patient-identifiable information and is accessi-

ble only to the researchers. However, PCASSO does not provide any active securit¡ as

it does not take into consideration context, such as time, and location, before granting

permissions.

Potamias et al. [Pot00] specify security requirements, and provide security infrastructure

for medical data. The major components of the infrastructure include Virtual Private

Network (VPN), security firewalls, a certification authority, digital signatures, public-key

cryptograph¡ and SSL. They use the RBAC model aiong with context specified using

constraints.

In dynamically changing environments such as HIS, the user is not restricted to the as-

signed roles, as he / she may need to act temporarily on behalf of another person, gaining

access to subset ofroles (partial delegation) or all ofthe roles (total delegation) the other

person possesses. In such situations, delegation plays a major role in access control.

Barka and Sandhu [Bar00] exploit various factors, such as delegation, revocation, role

hierarchies, partial delegation, and multiple step delegation, that affect the RBAC model

and formalize RBAC model restricting it to total delegation. In most of the existing

16
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RBAC models, the assignment of roles to user is centralized (i.e., managed by a security

administrator). The concept of centralized administration leads to overhead in adminis-

tration and role management because security administrator has to define rules for each

role, the user in which role can delegate to user in which role.

To reduce the security administration overhead, Zhang et al. [Zha02] propose a frame-

work that supports role-based delegation based on rules. The framework allows a user

to delegate some of his / her roles to another user. This framework is an extension of

Role-Based Delegation Model (RBDM) proposed by Barka and Sandhu [Bar00]. The

roles are associated with delegation and revocation rules. An administrator provides the

rules using a rule editor. The framework also supports features, such as partial delega-

tion, role hierarchy relationship, and multi-level delegation, that are not supported by

RBDM. Zhang et al. [Zha01] extend a Rule-Based Role Delegation Model (RBRDM)

to support health care information systems. Howerver, delegation alone will not fulfill

the requirements of access control in health care domain. For instance doctor lower in

the role hierarchy has a requirement to refer a patient to the specialist in cardiologist

higher in the role hierarchy. This scenario which is quite common in health care domain

is not permissible with RBRDM. RBRDM allows only persons higher in the hierarchy

to delegate some of his roles to a person lower or equal level in the role hierarchy. In

RBRDM, roles are delegated only for specific period of time after which roles are revoked

even if the task is not accomplished. In scenario such as the one discussed before and

when doctor in another hospital is referred, it is difficult to determine the delegation

time. Zhang et al. argue that team is an additional context variable that can be checked

at run time. But without teams it is very difficult to determine if the user is responsible

for the treatment of the patient. This is espicailly when access control is to be provided

across hospitals.

77
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2.2 Policy Management

Policies are rules that specify which subjects can access which objects. For example, a

doctor (subject) in a hospital can access the medical records (objects) of only his / her

patients. Although provinces in Canada define poiicies to provide restricted access, each

hospital has its own policies to provide restricted access. The policies may conflict when

access control is provided across organizations or when a policy is added or deleted. The

task of detecting conflicts and finding resolution is a complicated task for the security

administrator.

In order to make the task of the security administration easy, many languages have been

proposed for specifying policies. For example, T}ust Policy Language (TPL) [Slo02],

Policy Description Language (PDL) [Lob99], Security Policy Language (SPL) [Rib01],

Roie-Based Constraints Specification Language (RBCSL) [Ahn00], and Ponder [Dam01,

Dam01a, Dam02] are some of the existing policy specification languages. Sloman and

Lupu [Slo02] present a survey of policy specification languages that can be used to define

policies for network management and security access control. Damianou et al. [Dam01,

Dam01a, Dam02] propose the Ponder toolkit that provides a graphical user interface

for security administration. The Ponder toolkit is easy to use compared to other policy

specifi cation languages.

Lupu and Sloman [Lupg7, Lup99] analyze policy conflicts and projected problems in-

volved in conflict detection and resolution. Policies can be of two types: authorization

policies and obligation policies. An authorization policy defines which subject accesses

which objects while an "obligation policy defines what activities a manager or agent must

or must not perform on a set of target objects" [Lup97, Lup99]. Authorization and obli-

18
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gation policies can be either positive or negative. The positive policies permit subjects to

access target objects, and managers to perform activities on target objects while negative

policies prohibit subjects from accessing target objects, and managers from performing

activities on target objects. Conflicts occur because positive and negative authorizations

and obligations exist together. Conflict detection can be done statically at compile time

or dynamically at run time. However, Lupu and Sloman [Lupgg, Lup97] provide a con-

flict detection tool that detects conflicts only statically.

Riberio et al. [Rib01] propose SPL, which is based on four basic components: entities,

sets, rules, and policies. Entities are typed objects that can be queried internally or ex-

ternally by the security service through an interface. Entities are grouped into categories

to form sets. Rules and sets are grouped to define the policy. SPL supports both positive

and negative authorizations and obligations that may cause conflicts when they occur

together. Riberio et al. [Rib01] state that conflicts can be resolved either by embedding

algorithms or by defining meta-polices that decide which policy overrides the other. SpL

uses meta-policies to resolve conflicts and represents policies in a hierarchical structure.

If a conflict occurs SPL traces upwards in the hierarchical tree until it reaches a point

where the conflict can be resolved.

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [Str98] propose a network management policy

specification language, Policy Framework Definition Language (PDFL). PDFL is not only

highiy scalable and interoperable but also aids in conflict detection. In PDFL conflicts

are clssified into two types: inter-policy conflict (i.e., one or more policies satisfy the

same condition) and intra-policy conflict (i.e., one or more policies trigger events that

may conflict).

19
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Inter-policy conflict detection is a cumbersome process. Therefore, we need an automa-

tion tool that detects conflicts automatically. It is difficult to determine the sequence of

events that causes the policy server to trigger a sequence ofactions. Son and Lobo fSonQll

address the aforementioned problem as a generating problem and argue that conflict de-

tection is a subproblem of the generating problem. To solve the generating problem,

they developed an algorithm that finds an action that is triggered given an event history

in polynomial time ("proportional to the length of the given history and the length of

the policy" [Son01]). Chomicki and Naqui [Cho00] propose a framework for detecting

conflicts and finding resolutions using logic programs. This framework detects conflicts

efficiently in polynomial time but still finds resolutions based on constraints provided

statically.

Galiasso et ai. [Gal00] propose a software architecture that maintains consistencies in

policies globally. The architecture implement a policy machine and policy mediators that

provides access control policies in terms of objects, user sets, and operations independent

of any access control model. The policy machine authorizes users based on local policies

while policy mediators negotiate policies by sharing policies, meta-policies, and query

meta-data to maintain consistency globally.

2.3 Log Maintenance

We can build a secure information system by providing authorization, access control,

cryptography, etc. But no system in this world is perfectly secure. We need mechanisms

to detect and analyze security breaches in information systems. If a user of an infor-

mation system performs an action that he / she is not legally allowed to perform, it is

known as intrusion. An Intrusion may happen in interior or exterior of the network. An

20
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Intrusion detection mechanism identifies the unauthorized access and notifies the secu-

rity administrator of the potential intrusions or based on analysis of the log data (i.e.,

data representing the events occurring in the network) configure itself to avoid intru-

sions. Intrusion detection is a three step process: collecting log data, analyzing log data,

and countering intrusions. Log data collection and log data maintenance are important

aspects of intrusion detection mechanisms.

Log data can be collected easily, but the task of determining the data that should be

collected is a NP-hard problem [Axe98, Bio03]. If every event in the network is collected,

we may end up with lots of data that needs to be analyzed and that will require large

amounts of storage space. However, if only specific events in the network are collected

then we may loose the purpose of logging and auditing. To overcome the above problem,

Bishop et al. [Bio03] propose a framework that allows system analysts to determine the

auditing requirements (i.e., characteristics) of the log data based on goals of the security

policy. Bishop et al. show how this framework can be applied to a network file system

(NFS) protocol to derive audit criteria in order to detect potential attacks.

Axelsson et al. [Axe9S] propose a logging mechanism, called light-weight logging, to

counter probiems in the existing logging mechanisms such as complexity, time consump-

tion, and huge amount of data. A light-weight logging mechanism is designed specifically

for the Unix operating system. The data collected by a light-weight logging mechanism

can be used offiine for analysis and detecting intrusions only from insiders. Axelsson et

al. [Axe98] propose the foilowing requirements for a logging policy:

o "The system should be transparent to the user, i.e., it should behave in the manner

to which he / she has been accustomed.

2T
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Since system resources are always sparse, as little as possible should be consumed.

This means minimizing the use of storage space, processing time, and time spent

by the administrator.

o While meeting the above requirements, sufficient data should be recorded to max-

imize our chances to detect and trace an¡ and all, intrusions."

Jones and Sielken [Jon00] present a survey of intrusion detection systems. The intrusion

detection systems are classified into two types: anomaly detection systems and misuse

detection systems. Anomaly detection systems define the normai behavior of the system

and check for deviations from the normal behavior. On the other hand misuse detection

systems define patterns that represent a known way by which a user can penetrate into

the system and checks for patterns to detect misuse. Initially intrusion detection mech-

anisms were designed for single machines. However, the intrusion detection mechanisms

are extended to support distributed systems and networks [Kem97, Snagl]. Intrusion

detection for distributed systems, based on location from which the log data is analyzed,,

are further classified into two types [Jon00]: centralized system and decentralized system.

In decentralized systems, the data is collected and analyzed at different locations for in-

trusion detection, while in centralized systems the data collected at different locations

is reported to a centralized location where the data is analyzed for detecting intrusions.

The centralized systems are best suited for smaller networks while decentralized svstems

are suitable for larger networks.

Axelsson [Axe00] presents an in-depth survey of intrusion detection systems. This survey

shows that there is scarce literature that studies what data should be captured for a

security log. The National Computer Security Center (NCSC) [Ncs8S] provides guidelines

to maintain audit data while sharing sensitive information in a distributed environment.
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Some of the important guide lines are as follows:

1. The auditing mechanism has to detect intrusions from

USEIS.

23

internal as well as external

2. The log has to be protected from unauthorized modification.

3. The log mechanism may record events such as "use of identification and auhtenti-

cation mechanisms, introduction of objects into a user's address space, deletion of

objects from a user's address space, actions taken by computer operators and sys-

tem administrators and I or system security administrators. all security-relevant

events, and production of printed output".

4. The auditable log information may include timestamp, process ID acting on behalf

of the user, event type, result, location from which the request originated.

In centralized intrusion detection systems, the data is collected from different hosts.

Because each host in the network has its own specific format of data collection, an-

alyzing data at a centralized location is a difficult task. To overcome the problem

of analyzing data in different formats, Bishop lBis95] proposes a standard log format

(e.S.,#S# UserlD:Vijay # Role:Doctor ff Service:Find ff Result:Successful #E#)
that is highly flexible, extensible and portable enough to share audit data across networks.

The log format include elements such as fSf (start log record), #E# (end log record),

#N# next log record, f (default field separat or), ffFcff (change field separator to c), etc.

In certain situations, audit data (timestamp, user id, and result), analyzed at an isolated

host may not reveal any intrusion, but correlating data analyzed at different hosts may

reveal malicious behavior. To overcome the problem analyzing correlated data, Mounji

et al. [Mou95] propose a distributed system that initially analyzes the log data at the
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local host and the filtered data is reported to a centralized location. The filtered data

collected from different hosts is correlated to detect malicious behaviors globally.

24



Chapter 3

Advanced Security Framework for

DICOM fmages

To ensure the privacy and confidentiality of the medical data constrained to PHIA, we

consider the following key security issues for developing the middle-ware infrastructure

for DICOM images in HIS: authentication (i.e, identifies the user), authorization (i.e.,

specifies which user accesses which objects), secure communication (i.e., provides secu-

rity during transmission), and integrity check (i.e., checks if data is modified while in

transmission).

The major components that constitute the security infrastructure in the framework are

authentication engine, authorization engine, policy management engine, filtering engine,

and iog maintenance. We use the standard mechanisms provided by the DICOM standard

Working Group-l4 for authentication (simple user name and password, kerberos, bio-

metrics), integrity check (public-key infrastructure), and secure communication (secure

sockets layer, transport layer security, the integrated secure communication layer). Fig-

ure 3.1 shows the architecture connecting the major components of the security middle-

25
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Figure 3.1: Architecture of Middleware Infrastructure

ware infrastructure.

The main purpose of this security infrastructure is to provide access control without de-

grading the performance of radiology information system while providing scalability and

fauit-tolerance. Therefore, we need to exchange minimal information between the nodes

involved in the transaction (i.e., client, local HDAS, and external HDAS) while perform-

ing authorization check and policy evaluation to avoid degradation of performance of the

radiology information systems considerably.

3.1 Authentication Engine

The authentication engine determines the authenticity of the user. Based on the available

resources' any of the mechanisms, standardized by DICOM standard such as kerberos,

simple user name and password, or biometrics, can be used for authentication. A session is

maintained for each identified user until the application terminates. The user credentials

are stored in the session so the user need not login each time he / she wants to access

medical data.

Log
Ma¡ntenance
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Figure 3.2: Employee, Role, and Permission Entity Relationship

3.2 Authorization Engine

The authorization engine determines whether the user is legally allowed to perform a

desired action. It determines which user should access which objects. Therefore, it is also

known as access control. We provide access control by combining the properties of two

different access control models team-based access control (TMAC) and rule-based role

delegation model (RBRDM). TMAC and RBRDM incorporate role-based access control

(RBAC) model. We briefly discuss RBAC, TMAC, and RBRDM and then describe our

access control model (i.e., a hybrid of TMAC and RBRDM).

3.2.L Role-based Access Control Model

In the RBAC model, a user is associated with "n" roles (i.e., a job a user can perforrn

in an organization) and each role is associated with "m"users. Similar to users and

roles association, each role has "p" permissions and each permission is associated with

"q" roles. The permissions are activated based on active roles, context information

obtained at run time such as location and time, and access policy. Figure 3.2 shows the

entity relationship between employee (users), roles, and permissions . The RBAC model

provides access control at object level (i.e., at patient level) while health care domain
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Figure 3.3: Team-Based Access Control Model

needs access control at instance level (i.e., at particulat patient level). Therefore, RBAC

model cannot provide access control effectively in the health care domain.

3.2.2 Team-based Access Control Model

Unlike the RBAC model that provides access control at object level, TMAC provides

access control at instance level. For example, if we consider a patient medical data as an

object (i.e., patient object). Then the instance of the patient object represents the spe-

cific patient's medical data. As shown in Figure 3.3, in the TMAC model an additional

relationship is introduced between the users and teams in addition to the user-role and

the role-permission relationships. The primary health care providers, such as specialist

doctors, surgeons, nurses, and residents, responsible for treatment of a patient form a

team around a patient.

TMAC is a self administrative access control model that provides active security in health

care domain. TMAC allows a health care professional to access only his / her patient's

medical data. Initialty, a patient arrives at the front- desk to make an appointment.

The front-desk person, based on the preliminary assesment and availability of the health

care professionals, assigns the health care professional to the patient's team. The health
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care professional in the patient's team upon his / her discretion can further assign or

delegate another health care professional to the patient's care. The patient's team grows

or shrinks dynamically. As members of the team actively participate in controlling the

acess to patient's medical data, TMAC is known as an active security model. In TMAC,

the concept of teams allow to provide access control at instance level.

3.2.3 Rule-based Role Delegation Model

In RBRDM, a user higher in the hierarchical order can delegate some of his roles to his

subordinates. RBRDM assumes that roles are arranged in a hierarchical order and that

the roles higher in the hierarchical order inherit properties (i.e., rules used to delegate

and revoke) from the roies lower in the hierarchical order. Assignment, delegation, and

revocation rules are defined only for a few roles unless explicitly required. The inheritence

property reduces the task of defining rules for each and every role, thereby reducing the

security administration overhead. RBRDM provides access control at object level.

3.2.4 Hybrid Access Control Model

We combine TMAC and RBRDM to form a hybrid model. As shown in Figure 3.4, a user

presents his / her credentials by using authentication mechanisms such as KERBEROS

and SESAME [Van97a]. The credentials are maintained throughout the session until the

application terminates. Based on the credentials provided, a user activates a subset of

his / her roles. A user can be assigned, or delegated to a team, or revoked dynamically

from a team. At an instance, a user can be a member of "n" teams and each team can

have "m" users. At any instance a user is associated with one session which in turn is

associated with a team. Users are delegated, or assigned, or revoked by means of delega-

tion, assignment, and revocation agents (i.e., software modules) respectively constrained
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Figure 3.4: Hybrid Access Control Model

to delegation, assignment, and revocation policies.

The access permissions are granted to the user based on his / her roles in the organization

and constrained to membership of a team. We use the concept of sub-teams (assignment

team and delegation team) to manage teams. The members of the assignment team can

further assign or delegate another user to the patient's team or access DICOM services

on patient's medical data. The members of the delegation team can only access DICOM

services on the patient's medical data but cannot delegate another user to access patient's

medical data.

3.3 Tbust in Health Information Systems

In the health care domain, hospitals are being internetworked to share medical data in

a distributed environment. In such a distributed environment, a trustee has to provide

controlled access to medical data, to both known internal users and unknown external

users from another trustee. Here the trustee may be a general hospital, walkin-clinic,
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research centers, laboratories, etc. According to PHIA a trustee, when requested, must

share the available medical data with another trustee expeditously. We use the concept

of trust to provide access control globally.

Tbust in HIS, can be defined as the belief or confidence that a trustee places in an-

other trustee in maintaining the privacy and the confidentiality of the medical data.

Each trustee has at least one security node that contains the security middleware infras-

tructure. The security nodes located in different hospitals trust each other and share

information expeditiously. An approval committee determines the trustworthiness of a

security node. Upon approval, the security node is known as a registered security node

and the registered security node's information is broadcasted to security nodes in the

network. If the requested medical data is unavailble directly under a registered security

node, a request on behalf of a client is made to another registered security node under

which the requested patient's medical data exist.

The registered security node can use patient location service to locate the patient's med-

ical data. The patient location service contains patient's meta data information such as

patient identification and the location (i.e., IP address of the registered security node)

under which the data is available. The registered security nodes at different hospitals in

the network communicate with each other through an agreed trusted port, using a special

public key. The registered security nodes process requests without any further autho-

rization checks ifthe request originates from a registered security node through a trusted

port. The requesting registered security node acts as a mediator between the client and

the original registered node processing the request. Therefore, the authentication and

authorization checks are performed locally but access to medical data is provided gtobally.
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Sergio and Barker propose Health Distributed Archive System (HDAS) [Cam01] ihat
provides common layer for storage and retrievai of medical data located in a distributed

environment. HDAS is a three-tier architecture but virtually a multi-tier architecture be-

cause the middle layer may constitute of multiple layers such as security layer, knowledge

base layer, network management layer, etc. HDAS project assumes that each hospital

has at least one HDAS node and hospitals are connected by means of VPN or dedicated

network.

Our security middle-ware infrastructure forms one of the layers in the multiple middle

layers. The HDAS nodes trust one another and they share data expeditiously. The HDAS

nodes communicate with each other through a trusted port. The HDAS nodes should

register with the approval committee to communicate with other HDAS nodes through

the trusted port. Data is shared expeditiously across hospitals through this trusted port.

Hospitals with only one HDAS node (i.e., centralized architecture) may experience a sin-

gle point of failure. We can avoid single point faliure by having more than one HDAS

nodes within the hospital, depending on the size of the hospital. Each node has all

the security components and information required for security middleware infrastucure.

However, multiple HDAS nodes in a hospital increase cost (i.e., the cost incurred in

maintaining the consistency of the data and load balancing).

Those hospitals, walk-in clinics, and laboratories that cannot afford security infrastruc-

ture and research organizations outside the hospitals can be associated with one of the

nearest hospital's HDAS nodes to access data, as shown in Figure 3.5. The conceptual

view of the security middleware infrastructure for DICOM images in PACS network is

shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: A Sample Hospital Network

Figure 3.6: Conceptual View of Security Middleware Infrastructure

3.4 Log Maintenance Engine

PHIA requires a log for every access to medical data. The log can be maintained in one

of three locations: location from which the request originated, location at which request

is processed, or a centralized location for group of hospitals within a region. The log

maintenance engine keeps track of user information, operation performed, access loca-

tion, time-stamp, and access policy.

We maintain three separate logs: authentication log, access log, and assignment, delega-

tion, and revocation log. The authentication log records the user name, IP address of

the machine from which the request originates, timestamp, and result. The result can be

either successful or unsuccessful. The authentication log can be centralized within the

hospital or distributed. In a decentralized system, the authentication log is maintained
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at the location where the request is processed.

The access log records the user name, the user's role in the organizaíion, the organi-

zation's name where the request originates, the DICOM service requested, IP Address

from where the request originates, timestamp, patient name, and the result which can

be either successful or unsuccessful. Access transaction is recorded at a location closest

to where the request is processed. Assignment, delegation, and revocation log record

the assigning, delegating, or revoking user, assigned, delegated, or revoked user, patient

name, timestamp, and result.

The access log aids in the investigation of any security breaches. PHIA states that regular

auditing must be performed at regular intervals but manual auditing is a cumbersome

process due to the huge amount of data involved. We assume that some auditing mech-

anisms to detect security breaches automatically exist.

3.5 Filtering Engine

The filtering engine is used to filter demographics (such as patient name, age, sex, etc.),

embedded in the DICOM medical images while disclosing information to researchers. A

DICOM file is a set of data elements. Each data set contains a tag, value representation,

value length, and value field. The filtering engine identifies the tags representing the

demographics while parsing through the DICOM file. The filtering engine replaces the

identified demographic values with some delimiter. However, the information has to be

approved by a research approval committee prior to disclosure.
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3.6 Policy Management Engine

Policy engine is one of the component of our security infrastructure. Policies are arranged

in a systematic order in a database. Each province has many hospitals. Each hospital has

four categories of policies: assignment policies, delegation policies, revocation policies,

and access policies. Assignment and delegation policies are the rules that define which

users in a particular role can assign or delegate some of their responsibilities to which

users in another role in an organization. Revocation policies are the rules that determine

which users in a particular role can revoke the granted rights from which users in another

role in an organization. Access poilicies determine the services the users in a particular

role can access in an organization.

The security administrator defines the policies for a hospital. The policy management

engine manages the policies of the system and fires appropriate rules based on the oper-

ations performed by the user at run time. If a user is involved in transactions between

two different hospitals within the same province then the policies common between the

two hospitals are applied. However, if the policies in the two different hospitals conflict,

the corresponding province policy overrides the hospital's policies. The same approach

can be ussed for transaction between provinces and countries.

3.7 Design Methodology

Our prototype consists of two main modules: SSLClient module and SSLServer module.

The SSLClient module contains classes and methods for the graphical user interface.

The security framework class diagram of the prototype is shown in Figure 3.7. The

class diagram does not show the subclasses and methods in the client side. As shown in
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Figure 3.7: Security Flamework Diagram

Figure 3.7,x clients are associated with a single server. We have five SSLServer depen-

dent classes: "Authentication class", "Authorization class", "DICOM Filter class", "Log

Maintenance class", and "Security Administrator class". The authorization class has

four additional dependent classes, "DICOM Access Service Access Class", "Assignment

Access Class", "Delegation Access Class", and "Revocation Access Class". We did not

show all the attributes and functions of each class in the class diagram because we have

lengthy attributes and function names which are difficult to show in the class diagram.

We describe the functionality of each class with the aid of a data flow diagram and

a statechart diagram. Before describing the functionality of each class in detail, we

describe the overali functionality of the prototype with the help of a data flow diagram

(see Figure 3.S) and a statechart diagram (see Figure 3.9). The user establishes an
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SSL connection with the continuously listening SSLServer at a defined port through

SSLClient. The SSL session is maintained unless the user closes the application or the

application is terminated. The client initially submits a user name and a password for

authentication to SSLServer. The authentication class in the SSLServer performs the

authentication check and returns a set of roles held by the user in the organization.

The users in an organization are of four types: security administrators, receptionists, re-

searchers, and general users. All users (for example physician, resident medical student,

nurse, radiologist, etc.) except the security administrators, receptionists, and researchers

in an organization are referred to as general users. The security administrator can only

perform administrative operations such as addition / removal of a user, role, service, user

role, etc. The receptionist can only perform assignment operation.
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Figure 3.9: Security Framework Statechart

The researcher can perform only keyword search but according to the PHIA policy, the

approval committee should approve the query. In our protype implementation, we as-

sume that researcher requests are approved by the approval committee. However, in real

time the researcher's request is passed to an approval committee. The approval commit-

tee analyzes the researcher's request and dispatch the request to the one of the security

node in the hospital along with a certificate. The certificate contains information such

as user information and approval status. The approval status can be either approbation

or disapprobation. Based on the status available in the certificate, the server processes

the researcher's recuest.

The general user can access DICOM services, and execute assignment, delegation, and

revocation operations. DICOM Service Access Class, Assignment Access Service Class,

Delegation Access Class, and Revocation Access Class discussed in the following subsec-
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Figure 3.10: Authentication Data Flow Diagram

tions, process the general user operations. The DICOM Filter Class takes as input raw

DICOM file and returns a filtered DICOM file in which the demographics are replaced

by a delimiter.

3.7.L Authentication Class

Figure 3.10, shows an authentication data flow diagram for a user. A client submits a user

name and a password for authentication by the SSLServer. As shown in Figure 3.11, an

internal transition occurs and the authentication class checks the user name and password

in the user information table and returns a set of roles held by the user in the organization,

if the user is valid; otherwise returns an authentication failure message. In either case, a,s

shown in Figure 3.10, a log (i.e., authentication log data containing user name, password,

successful / unsuccessful, time stamp, along with access location) is recorded.

3.7.2 DICOM Service Access Class

As shown in Figure 3.12, the Authorization Class performs access control checks and

determines whether to grant or deny access to the user. As shown in Figure 3.13, an

internal state transition occurs upon receipt of the request from the client. The autho-

rization class checks the request to determine the request is external or internal. The

39
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Figure 3.13: DICOM Service Access Statechart Diagram

internal request originates from the clients directly under the control of the security

node, while external request originates from another trusted security node (i.e., another

security node whose IP address is registered) through a trusted port. If the request is

internal, the authorization class initiates three processes simultaneously: checks context

such as emergency, checks if the user belongs to patient's assignment or delegation teâ,m,

and checks, if the service requested is assigned to the role. The result is logical "and" of

output of the three aforementioned processes. Based on the result, the user is granted or

denied access to the patient's medical data.

The security node utilizes the services of patient location service (that keep tracks of pa-

tient's information in different hospitals) to place a request (external request) at another

security node on behalf of the client through a trusted port. XML document object is

used to dispatch the request to the external node. If the request is external, the au-

thorization class performs check to verify if the request originated from a registered IP
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Figure 3.14: Assignment Access Data Flow Diagram

address through trusted port.

The authorization class grants access if the IP address is a registered address; otherwise

denies access to the request. As shown in Figure 3.72, a log is maintained for every

successful and unsuccessful attempt to access medical data (at the location at which

data is accessed)- The DICOM access log records requested service, user name, role,

timestamp, patient name, user organization, data accessed, and status (i.e., either success

or failure).

3.7.3 Assignment Access Class

The assignment access class determines the access control for assignment operations. As

shown in the Figure 3.14, the assignment access class at the SSLServer receives assign-
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ment access request from the user. Figure 3.15, shows that an internal state transition

occurs in the assignment access class upon receiving the assignment request from the

client. The assignment access control checks if the request is external or internal.

If the user assignment request is internal, the assignment access control class initiates

two states simultaneously: Checks if the user belongs to the patient's assignment or if

the user is a receptionist, and finds a set of roles down the hierarchy starting from the

role assumed by assigning user in the organization.

Then assignment access class checks for assignment rules that allow any one of the roles

in the role set to perform an assignment operation. Unless an explicit rule exists that

does not allow the user to perform an assignment operation, the state returns a value

true. The logical "and" operator is applied on results obtained from the state transitions

that are either successful or unsuccessful. Here the values successful and unsuccessfui

represent true and false repectively.
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The client is granted access to perform assignment operation if the result of the logical

"and" operation is successful (i.e., user is added to the patient's assignment team); oth-

erwise the client is denied access to perform the assignment operation. If the request

is external, assignment access class performs verification to check if the request origi-

nated from one of the trusted, registered security node through a trusted port. If the

request is from a registered security node, the request is processed expeditiously, while

non-registered security nodes are denied from performing the assignment operation.

A combined log for assignment, delegation, and revocation operations is maintained. The

log information is recorded at the location at which the final assignment, delegation, or

revocation operation is performed. This assignment/delegation/revocation log contains

information such as assigned user, assigning user, timestamp, patient name, and access

location and status of the assignment operation (i.e., granted or denied).

3.7.4 Delegation Access Class

Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17 show the dataflow diagram and state chart diagram respec-

tively of the delegation access class. The delegation access class functions similarly as the

assignment access class except that delegation rules are applied to determine delegation

access instead of assignment rules. Unlike the assignment access class, the delegation

access class does not handle external requests. Delegation operation is permitted only

within an organization. The delegation access class upon approving the delegation op-

eration, adds the user to the patient's delegation team, starts and runs a sleep thread.

The life of the thread is determined by the expiration duration of the delegation.
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3.7.5 Revocation Access Class

Figure 3.18: Revocation Dataflow Diagram

The revocation access class is similar to the delegation access class with the exception

that revocation rules are used to determine the revocation access instead of delegation

rules. As shown in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19, , unlike the delegation access class that

generates a sleep thread, the revocation access class receives an event at the expiration

of the thread initiated by the delegation access class. At the point of generation of the

event, the record from the patient's delegation team is deleted from the delegation team,

thereby revoking the rights dynamically. The assignment/delegation/revocation log is

common for assignment, delegation, and revocation operations.
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Figure 3.19: Revocation Statechart Diagram

3.8 PseudoCode

The pseudocode for the security framework is shown below. The pseudo code describes

the algorithms for authentication mechanism, access control mechanism (i.e., assignment,

delegation, revocation, and the DICOM service access operations), and various operations

that can be performed by various users such as a security administrator, a researcher, a

receptionist, and a general user.

/* Infinite loop */
\Mhile (true) Be_gin

Accept requests from multiple clients
For each client "c" start a thread

Begin Thread
boolean valid = ValidateUser(username, password)
If (valid) Then

Return the client with a set of roles "R"
addToAccountlog (String usernatne, String Password, successful)

Else
addToAccountlog (String username, String Password, unsuccessful)

End IF
"c" select a role "r" from "B' and perform an action
ff ("r" equals Security Administrator)
/* AO is a set of administration operations a security administrator can

47
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perform set AO includes (addRole, addUser, addService, addOperation,removeRnle,
removeUser, removeService, removeOperation, addUserRole, addRoleService,
addServiceOperation, removeUserRole, removeRoleService, removeServiceOperation,
addAssignmentRule, addDelegationRule, addRevocationRule, removeAssignmentRule,
removeDelegationRule, removeRevocationRule) */

¡'AO" is a set of operations
"c" selects an operation
"o" from the set AO
switch ("o")

case addRole: addRole(String role)
case addUser: addUser(String user)
case addService: addService(String service)
case addOperation: addOperation(String operation)
case removeRole: removeRole(String role)
case removeUser: removeUser(String user)
case removeService: removeService(String service)
case removeOperation: removeOperation(String operation)
case addUserRole: addUserRole(String user, String role)
case addRoleService: addRoleService(String role, String service)
case addServiceOperation: addServiceOperation(String Service, String operation)
case removeUserRole: removeUserRole(String user, String role)
case removeRoleServive: removeRoleService(String role, String service)
case removeServiceOpearation: removeServiceOperation(String service, String operation)
case addAssignmentRule: addAssignementRule(String rolel, String role2, String right)
case addDelegationRule: addDelegationRule(String rolel, String role2, String right)
case addRevocation: addRevocationRule(String rolel, String role2, String right)
case removeAssignmentRule: removeAssignementRule(String rolel, String role2, String right)
case removeDelegationRule: removeDelegationRule(String rolel, String role2, String right)
case removeRevocation: removeRevocationRule(String rolel, String role2, String right)

End switch
Else If ("C' equals Receptionist)
/* When a patient a¡rives at a hospital, receptionist assigns a user assuming a role
in the hospital to the patient thereby,initializing patient team in the hospital. The
user is added to patients assignment team. The members of the patients assignment team
can further add users to patients (assignment or delegation) teams. The teams gro\À¡ or
shrink in size dynamically. We assume thât ân event is generated once th patient leaves
the hospital. The patients (assignment or delegation) teams are removed with occurrence
of the event thereby, revoking the right to access patients data from the team members */

processingReceptionistAction (String userid, String patientid, String department)

Else If ("f' equals Researcher)
/* Researcher can query and retrieve DICOM images but cannot perform assignment,
delegation, and revocation, Researcher can use keywords such as leg, hand, chest
but cannot use key words such as patient name, date of birth, patient id to query
or retrieve DICOM images. We assume that DICOM standa¡d has features to search
medical data based on keywords. However, ou¡ model does not allow the researchers
to search medical data based on keywords that identify an individual such as patient
name, date of birth, etc. */

processingResearcherAction (String keyword)

/* Prior disclosing DICOM Images to the researches passes DICOM Image as parameter
to DICOM parser module. DICOM parser module parses through the DICOM flle and
replace the demographics embedded in the DICOM Images with some dummy values.
The DICOM Image file consists of data set in hexadecimal format. Each data is a
combination of tag value, representation, value length, and value. We parse through
the DICOM file looking for tags representing the demographics such as name of the
patient, Date of birth, and patient id and replace their corresponding values with
some dummy values such as XXXX. */

dicomParser (String DICOM file name)

Else If ("r" equals General User)
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/+ The users assuming roles other than security administrator, receptionist,researchers
in a hospital are te¡med as general users. General users can perform assignment, delegation,
and revocation of roles to another users. General users can also perform DICOM services
on patients radiological data based on the role in the hospital or organization. */

Swiüch(opearation "o" )
case Assignment: processAssignmentOperation(String useridl, String userid2

String patientid, String organization)
case Delegation: processDelegationOperation(String useridl, String userid2,

String patientid, String department)
case Revocation: processRevocationOperation(String useridl, String userid2,

String patientid, String department)
case DICOMService: processDlCOMService(String userid, String DICOMservice,

String patientid)
End switch

End If
End Thread

End For
End \Mhile

/r addRole function takes role (String) as input parameter to add new role to the existing role list.
This function returns true if role added successfully otherwise false */
F\rnction addRole (String role) {

Open a database connection
Check if role exists in the roles table
ff true Then Return false
Else insert the role into roles table and return false
End If

]

/* addUser function takes user (String) as input parameter to add new user to the existing users list.
This function returns true if user added successfully otherwise false */
Fhnction addUser (String user) {

Open a database connection
Check if user exists in the users table
If true Then Return false
Else insert the user into users table and Return true
End If

Ì

/* addService function takes service (String) as input parameter to add new service to the existing
service list. This function returns true if service added successfully otherwise fatse */
F\rnction addService (String service) {

Open a database connection
Check if service exists in the services table
If true Then Return false
Else insert the service into services table and Return true
End If

Ì

/x addOperation takes operation as input parameter to add new operation to the operation list.
This function returns true if operation added successfully otherwise false */
Function addOpeartion (String operation) {

Open a database connection
Check if operation exists in the operations table
If true Then Return false
Else insert the operation into operations table and Return true
End If

]
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/* removeUser function takes user (String) as input parameter to remove user from the existing
users list.This function returns true if user removed successfully otherwise false */
Function removeUser.(String user) {

Open a database connection
Check if user exists in the users table
If user exists Then delete user from user table and Return true
Else Return false
End if

Ì

/* removeRole function takes role (String) as input parâmeter to remove role from the existing
role list. This function returns true if role removed successfully otherwise false */
tr\.rnction removeRole (String role) {

Open a database connection
Check if role exists in the roles table
If role exists Then delete role from roles table and Return true
Else Return false
End If )

/* removeService function takes service (String) as input parameter to remove service from
the existing services list. This function returns true if service removed successfully
otherwise false x/
Fìrnction removeService (String service) {

Open a database connection
Check if service exists in the services table
If service exists Then delete service from services table and Return true
Else Return false
End If

Ì

/* removeOperation function takes operation (String) as input parâmeter to remove operation
from the existing operations list. This function returns true if operation removed successfully
otherwise false x/
F\¡nction removeOperation (Stúng operation) {

Open a database connection
Check if operation exists in the operations table
If operation exists Then delete operation from operations table and Return true
Else Return false
End If

Ì

/* addUserRole function takes user (String), and role (String) as input parameters to add
new role to the user. This function returns true if role added successfullv to the user
otherwise false */
F\-rnction addUserRole (String user, String role) {

Open a database connection
Check if combination of user and role exists in the UserRoles table
If exists Then Ret,urn false
Else insert user and role into UserRoles table and Return true
End If

Ì

/t addRoleService function takes role (String), and service (String) as input parameters to
add new service to the role. This function returns true if role added successfullv to the user
otherwise false */
F\¡nction addRoleService (String role, String service) {

Open a database connection
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Check if combination of role and service exists in the RoleServices table
If exists Then Return false
Else insert role and service into RoleServices table and Return true
End If

Ì

/* addServiceOperation function takes service (String), and operation (String) as input
parameters to add new operation to the service. This function returns true if operation
added successfully to the service otherwise false */
Function addServiceOperation (String service, String operation) {

Open a database connection
Check if combination of service and operation exists in the ServiceOperations table
If exists Then Return false
Ellse insert service and operation into ServiceOpe¡ations table and Return true
End If

]

/* removeUserRole function takes user (String), and role (String) as input parameters to
remove a role from the user. This function returns true if role removed successfullv from
the user otherwise false */
F\rnction removeUserRole (String user, String role) {

Open a database connection
Check if combination of user and role exists in the UserRoles table
If exists Then delete user and role from UserRoles table and Return true
Else Return false
End If

Ì

/* removeRoleService function takes role (String), and service (String) as input parameters to
remove a service from the role. This function returns true if service removed successfullv from
the role otherwise false f/
F\rnction removeRoleService (String role, String service) {

Open a database connection
Check if combination of role and service exists in the RoleServices table
If exists Then delete role and service from RoleServices table and Return true
Else Return false
End If

]

/* removeServiceOperation function takes service (String), and opeartion (String) as input
parameters to remove an operation from the service. This function returns true if operation
removed successfully from the service otherwise false x/
F\¡nction removeServiceOperation (String service, String operation) {

Open a database connection
Check if combination of service and operation exists in the ServiceOperations table
If exists Then delete service and operation from ServiceOperations table and Return true
Else return false
End If

Ì

trìrnction processingReceptionistAction (String userid, String patientid, String department) {
Open a database connection
Check if user exists in user table and patient exists in the patients table
If exists Then add user to the patients assignment team and Return successful
Else Return result
End If

Ì
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Function processingResearcherAction (String keyword, String role) {
Open a database connection
Check if the user can perform a search using a keyword based on the role selected
If true Then Return successful
Else Return result
End If

Ì

Function processAssignmentOperation(String useridl, String userid2, String patientid, String organization) {
Open a database connection
Ckeck the organization if it is local
If local check then
Check if useridl and userid2 exists in users table and useridl exists in the patients
assignment team and assignment rule permits

If true Then insert userid2 and patientid into the assignment team and Return successful
Else Return unsuccessful and reason
End If

Else
Check if useridl exists in patients assignment team
If true Then

dispatch the request to the one of the node in the organization in XML format
Return successful
Else Return unsuccessful and reason

End if
End if

Ì

Function processDelegationOperation(String useridl, String userid2, String patientid, String department,
String expiry time) {

Open a database connection
Check if useridl and userid2 exists in users table and useridl exists in the patients
assignment team and delegation rule permits

If true Then insert userid2 and patientid into the delegation team and Return successful
Else Return unsuccessful and reason

End If
Start a thread and allow the thread to sleep for the duration of expiry time from the time
thread started
At the expiry time delete the row containing the userid2 and patientid from the delegation team

i

Function processRevocationOperation(String useridl, String userid2, String patientid, String department) {
Open a database connection
Check if useridl and userid2 exists in users table and useridl exists in the patients
assignment team and and combination of useridl, userid2, and patient id exists in the
delegation team and revocation rule permits

If true Then delete row from delegationteam containing a combinations of useridl, userid2,
and paientid and Return successful
Else Return unsuccessful and reason
End if

Ì

Function processDlCOMService(String userid, String DICOMservice, String patientid) {
Open a database connection
Ckeck for the patients data in location table
If patients data available local Then

Check if userid exists in users table and userid exists in the patients
assignment team or delegation and service selected in available for roìe
If true Then Return successful
Else Return unsuccessful and reason
End If
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Else
Check if userid exists in users table and userid exists in the patients
assignment team or delegation and service selected in available for role
If true Then

dispatch the request to the node having the patients data in XML format
Return successful

Else Return unsuccessful and reason
End If

End If
Ì

The above pseudocode is used for implementing the security framework. The implemen-

tation details of the security framework are discussed in Chapter 4.



Chapter 4

Implementation

This chapter focuses on the implementation details of the prototype security framework

for DICOM medical images. The implementation details include the implementation en-

vironment (i.e., software and hardware), strategies used for the design, quality assurance,

and deployment, sample case studies, and run-time behaviour of the prototype.

4.L Implementation Environment

We used Java to implement security framework for DICOM images in health information

systems. Although Java is slow in execution, it has many advantages compared to other

programming languages such as C and C++. According to Sun Microsystems [Sun96]

"Java is simple, object-oriented, distributed, interpreted, robust, secure, architecture

neutral, portable, multithreaded, and dynamic". In recent times, Java extensions such

as Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS), Java Secure Socket Extension

(JSSE), and Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) are added to the Java development kit,

to enhance the security features of Java. We use MySql server as backend database to

store roles, services, user information, etc.
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We use Extensible Markup Language (XML) to maintain the hierarchy of roles in an or-

ganization and for dispatching requests to external security nodes in the hospitals (HDAS

nodes). We use XML because it supports data interchange independent of platform and

application.

This prototype is implemented and tested in local network in both Linux and Windows

environments. The open source software used for implementation of the prototype in-

ciudes openSSL, XML, MySql, and Linux. XML and openSSL are part of Java (i.e.,

jdk1.4.1). MySql has a version that can be used in Windows environment. The proto-

type is implemented on a Intel Celeron, 476 MHz Linux machine. We preferred mostly

open source software for the following reasons:

1. Quality: Open source software is highly stable because the bugs are debated openly

and fixed quickly.

2. Flexibility: Open source sfotware is highly flexible because the software can be

modified or rewritten based on the requirement to satisfy the needs of a particular

implementation.

3. Cost: Open source software is cheaper because, it does not incur any license fees

and does not require any special hardware to use the open software.

4.2 Implmentation Strategies

The main objective of this research is to provide secure access to DICOM images dis-

tributed across hospitals in a distributed environment. The security mechanisms should

be transparent to the user. We design and implement a framework that constitutes the
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security components required for maintaining the privacy and the confidentiality of the

DICOM medical images. The components of the framework act as a middleware between

the client and the server. The concept of middleware allows the addition of a new com-

ponent and removal or modification of the existing security components easily without

modifying the existing application. It reduces the burden of the application developer

which otherwise has to implement the complex security features along with the applica-

tion.

Object orientation concepts are used for implementing the security framework. In the

implementation process, the security framework is divided into several modules. The

modular division makes the code easily readable and understandable. For example, se-

curityAdministrator, receptionist, researcher, and generalUsers are different modules of

the security framework. Each of the modules represent a class in the security framework.

Each class in turn has subclasses or methods that define the functionality of the class.

To make code simple, methods are defined in such a way that each method performs only

one operation.

Systematic naming conventions are used for class names, function names, and variable

names. The names start with lower case for the first word followed by words starting

with an upper case character. In few occasions class names start with an upper case

character (a limitation of the present code which has to be rectified in future). The

function names and variable names are consistent in the naming style. The class names,

function names, and variable names are chosen sensibly. The class names reflect the

functionality the class will provide. For example, securityAdministration class provides

functionality a security administrator can perform and addRole function adds a role in

the organization. The variables are mostiy declared local unless necessary. The variable
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is declared one variable per one line of code. Mostly wiid card characters are used for

importing packages. In very few occasions specific method required for implementation

is imported rather than importing the whole class. Classes, interfaces, and methods are

documented using javadoc tool and comments are inserted in the code where explanation

is necessary.

We provide a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for security administration. The GUI al-

lows the security administrator to perform administration operations with minimal effort.

Some of the security administration operations are add user, add role, add service, add

role to user, add service to role, remove user, remove role, remove service, remove role

from user, and remove service from role. The security framework is designed based on

the study of workflows made at different hospitals in the Winnipeg region and the re-

quirements of the PHIA.

4.3 Quality Assurance

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) [Ins90] defines quality as

"the degree to which a system component or a process meets (1) specified requirements,

and (2) customer or user needs or expectations". There are many factors, such as

correctness, flexibility, integrity, interoperability, maintainability, portability, reliability,

reusability, testability, and usability, that determine the quality of software [Ins90]. How-

ever, we need to identify factors that best suits our project to evaluate the quality of

the software. We use correctness, integrity, portability, and reusability factors to ensure

quality assurance of our software.

Correctness: We design software to fulfill the requirements of the PHIA and DICOM
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standard specifications. The case studies discussed in section 4.5, show that our

software is constrained to PHIA and DICOM standard.

Portability: The software used (i.e., JDK 1.4.1, XML, and JDBC) for implementation

is independent of the platform. We used MySql as the backend database, and is

available for all platforms including Linux, Windows, and Sun OS. The implemented

security framework can be used successfully in any environment (i.e., either Linux,

Windows, Mac, or Solaris) without making changes to the existing software.

Reusability: Although the security framework is designed for radiology information

systems it can be used in health information systems easily. The components of

the framework act as middleware infrastructure. Therefore, the security framework

can be used between the client and the server for secure access ¡o medical data

in HIS. We can define roles and services specific to HIS rather than Radiology

Information System (RIS) to provide access control.

To test the correctness of the prototype, we populated the database at the security

node with the hypothetical test data. The test data includes user information, patient

information, roles, services, user roles, role services, assignment rules, delegation rules,

revocation rules, and so on. The roles are arranged in an hierarchical order and the

hierarchical order is represented in an XML file. We deployed the prototype in two Linux

machines. We assumed that each machine act as a hospital. We then initiated one server

and several clients on each machine. We provided the input based on various scenarios

at these initiated clients. The test data can be of two types: correct data and incorrect

data. Correct data satisfies all the required conditions to obtain access to the service on

the DICOM medical data. Incorrect data such as unknown user, patient, unauthorized

service access, etc., does not satisfy the required conditions. We also considered scenarios

to handle internal as well as external requests. The resulting output is compared to the
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PHIA requirement. The comparitive analysis shows that the implemented prototype is

constrained to the PHIA. However, any system design is said to be correct only if it is

proved mathematically. Formal specification language can used to prove the correctness

of the system. Proof of correctness of the system is left for future consideration.
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Figure 4.1: Deployment Diagram

4.4 Deployment Strategies

The security framework can be deployed either in the same system that contains DICOM

Server or on a separate system. As shown in the Figure 4.1, the security framework acts

as a middle-lvare between the client and the server. The client communicates with the

DICOM Server and the DICOM Server in turn communicates with the components of

the security framework to provide secure access to DICOM medical images. The security
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nodes across hospitals communicate with each other through a trusted port. When a

client requests the DICOM Server for an authentication, the DICOM Server forwards

the request to the authentication component in the security framework. The authenti-

cation component performs the authentication check and passes to the log maintenance

module the request along with the result. The authentication component also returns the

result to the DICOM Server. The authorization component also works similarly to the

authentication component. When the required data is not available under the current

security node control then the security node communicates with another security node

that has the data through a trusted port.

The security framework can be deployed between the client and the health informa-

tion server in HIS similar to Radiology Information System (RIS). The roles and the

services should be specific to HIS rather than RIS. The following subsections describe

the pre-installation requirements, software installation procedure, database installation

procedure, steps to run the software, and procedure to uninstall the software.
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4.4.L Pre-installation Requirements:

Install Jdk1.4.1 or higher version downloadable from Sun's Java website. (http:ll

java.sun.com)

Download any Jdbc driver that is compatible with java and mysql in Linux envi-

ronment.

Set environment variable, CLASSPAIH, pointing to java classes and jar file located

under the Jdbc driver. Also set the evironment varibale, PATH, pointing to the

"bin" directory under the directory JDKVersionNumber. In Linux environment

export command can be used to set PATH and CLASSPATH environment variables
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(e. g., "exp ort PATH: f home f vljay I JDBC I bin/fi lename j ar" ) .

Install the latest MySql software for Linux downloadable from the MySql web site.

(http: I I www.mysql.com)

4.4.2 Software Installation Procedure

o Create a ne\¡¡ directory named SecurityFbamework at any desired location. Copy

the Client and Server directories containing the source code from the CDROM.

o Now execute the command javac *.java at the command prompt under Client and

Server directories.

4"4.3 Database Installation Procedure

o Start MySql using the command "f etcfinit.d/mysqld start". For executing this

command one has to be in super user mode.

o Login to MySql using the command "mysql -u root -p"

c Execute Initializedatabase script at mysql prompt that can be obtained from CDROM.

The Initalizedatabase script creates database and tables and populates the tables

with required hypothetical test data.

4.4.4 Steps to Run the Software

o Security framework uses public-key infrastructure. Therefore a public key has to

generated and stored in a file named ".keystore". The public key is generated

by executing the command "keytool -genkey -v -keyalg RSA -keystore .keystore"

at the command prompt. Answer the questions prompted by keytool command.
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We generate only public key because symmetric key (i.e., same key) is used for

encrypting and decrypting the data.

c Generate two symmetirc keys and store them in files named ".keystore" and ".key-

storel". Copy the generated keystore files to Client and Server directories. ".key-

store" is used for establishing communication channel between the server and the

internal clients while, ".keystorel" is used between the server and external clients

(i.e., security nodes in other hospitals).

o The client and server have to use the same key; otherwise a communication channel

will not be established between the client and the server.

o Execute "java serverTest" at command prompt in the Server directory. The server

now continously iistens to internal client requests at port 6789 and to external ciient

requests at port 6790.

o Execute "java sampleMain2" at command prompt under the client directory. "sam-

pleMain2" class initiates the "sampleSslClient2" ciass to establish SSL socket con-

nection with the server.

4.4.6 Procedure to Uninstall the Software

o Login to MySql.

o Execute Destroydatabase script at the mysql prompt that can be obtained from

CDROM.

o Exit from MySql.

o Remove the Client and Server directories containing the source code and class files.
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4.5 Case Study

We make the following a,ssumptions to discuss the case studies.

o Three hospitals A, B, and C are interconnected either by a dedicated network or a

virtual private network.

o Each of the hospitals has a Radiology Information System (RJS) to access DICOM

medical images and at least one security node.

o The number of security nodes in a hospital depends on the size of the hospital

network.

o An approval committee approves the researcher's requests. The RIS generates an

event when a user completes a job or when a patient leaves the hospital. The

events are propagated to the security nodes at which an assignment operation is

performed.

o The approval committee approves the registration of a security node. The registra-

tion event should be propagated to each and every security node in the network.

The registered nodes are known as trusted security nodes.

o The RIS supports a Master Patient Index (MPI) that identifies a patient uniquely

in the network

o The RIS supports a patient location system that locates the patient's data in the

interconnected hospital network based on the unique identifier obtained from the

MPI.
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4.5.L Case Study 1: A patient visits a hospital for treatment

Assume Sam, a patient, visits a hospital "A,". Sharon, a receptionist at the hospital A's

front desk, registers the patient either as "In Patient" or "OUT Patient". An "IN Pa-

tient" resides in the hospital temporarily for receiving treatment while "OUT Patient"

leaves the hospital premises after the completion of the treatment. Sam goes for prelim-

inary analysis after the registration. Sharon assigns Jennifer responsible for preliminary

analysis to Sam's assignment team. Jennifer performs the preliminary check up and gen-

erates a report.

The RIS generates an event when Jennifer submits a report. The generated event removes

Jennifer from the Sam's assignment team. When Sharon receives the preliminary report

submitted by Jennifer, she assigns Dr. John to the Sam's assignment team. Dr. John is

added to the Sam's assignment team based on the preliminary analysis report and the

availability of the medical staff. The members of the Sam's assignment team actively

participate in managing the patient's assignment and delegation teams therefore, our

model is an active security model. The members of Sam's assignment team change

dynamically based on the patient's treatment requirement.

4.6.2 Case Study 2: A user assigns another user to a patient's

team within a hospital

As shown in Figure 4.2, Sam's assignment and delegation teams in hospital "4" are

initally empty (see 1A). After the preliminary analysis, Dr. John is added to Sam's as-

signment team in hospital "4" that can be observed in Figure 4.2 (see 2A). Dr. John,

being a member of the Sam's assignment, can further assign, or delegate another health

care professional in the same hospital or from another hospital to access DICOM services
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Figure 4.2: Assignment Operation in hospitals

on Sam's radiology data.

Dr. John, the only active member of Sam's assignment team, diagnoses and refers Sam

to Dr. Smith, a cardiologist in the same hospital "4". The authorization engine in the

security framework checks if Dr. John is authorized to assign Dr. Smith to Sam's assign-

ment team. The assignment of Dr. Smith to Sam's team is based on the assignment rules

and the fact that Dr. John belongs to Sam's assignment team. If assignment operation

is permitted, Dr. Smith is added to the Sam's assignment team (i.e., shown in 3A in

Figure 4.2) and permissions are granted to Dr. Smith to access Sam's radiology data.

Dr. Smith is allowed to access Sam's radiology data insofar as he remains in the Sam's

assignment team. Drs. John and Smith, both members of Sam's assignment team can

further assign other users in hospital "4" based on the assignment rules and the Sam's

treatment requirement.
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Dr. Smith, a member of Sam's assignment team requests Magnetic Resonance (MR) scan

for Sam. Sharon places MR exam order for Sam at the radiology department. Ruby, a

front desk personnel at radiology department, checks for any available slot for the MR

scan and schedules an appointment. The MR scan schedule information is sent back to

Sharon. Sharon then forwards the schedule to Sam if he is an OUT Patient; otherwise

the schedule is forwarded to a person, in charge of the ward, where Sam is located in the

hospital. Sam approaches the radiology front desk if he is an OUT Patient; otherwise a

ward in-charge shifts Sam to the radiology department either by using a stretcher or a

wheelchair.

Based on the availability of radiology staff, Robert, a technician, and Dr. Neii responsible

for studying MR scan are assigned to Sam's assignment team. Robert performs the MR

scan and submits Sam's MR scan report to Dr. Neil. An event is triggered by RIS, to

remove Robert from Sam's assignment team. Dr. Neil reads Sam's MR scan and further

places an order if required. Let us assume Dr.Neil places an order for another MR scan

for Sam. Based on the order and availability of technician and resources, Ruby assigns a

technician to Sam's team to perform a MR scan.

The process of placing an order and studying MR scan continues until Dr. Neil completes

examining Sam's MR scan. The workflow used here is based on the study performed at

St. Boniface General Hospital Research Center [Cam02]. The users in the Sam's assign-

ment team are excluded from the team at the generation of events by the RIS that are

triggered after the submission of final report by Dr. Neil.

Dr. Anderson in hospital "4" (see Figure 4.2) is not a member of either Sam's assign-

ment team or delegation team. Therefore, Dr. Anderson can neither add any other
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health care professional to Sam's assignment / delegation team nor can he access any

DICOM services on Sam's radioligy data. If Dr. Anderson tries to perform any opera-

tion (such as assignment, delegation, etc.) on Sam's radiology data, access is denied by

the authorization engine in the security framework and an appropriate error message is

displayed.

4.6.3 Case Study 3: A user assigns another user to a patient

team outside a hospital

Consider a scenario in which Dr. John in hospital "4" wants to assign Dr. Jack in

hospital "8" to Sam's assignment team. The security node in hospital "4" based on the

assignment rule processes Dr. John's request. Initially Sam's assignment and delegation

teams at hospital "8" are empty (see 18 in Figure 4.2). If the assignment operation is

permitted, Dr. John's request is dispatched to security node at hospital ú(8" in XML

format; otherwise the request is denied.

The security node at hospital "B" adds Dr. Jack to sam's assignment team that can be

observed in 28 in Figure 4.2. Then Dr. Jack can access Sam's radiology data based on

his role in the organization (i.e., hospital "8"). The members of the assignment and dele-

gation teams at hospital "B" may change dynamically at the discretion of Dr. Jack. We

assume that users in the assignment teams access their assignment and delegation rights

legally and only upon patient's treatment requirement. However, a log is maintained and

auditing is performed at regular intervals for investigation that accounts for any illegal

operations. Dr. Jack is excluded from Sam's assignment team either at the completion

of the task or at the generation of an event from the node at which the assignment op-

eration originated. The users assigned and delegated to access Sam's radiology data are
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excluded recursively from assignment and

generated by RIS.
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Figure 4.3: Delegation and Revocation Operations in hospitals

4.5.4 Case Study 4: A user delegates and revokes rights of

another user to access patientts medical data

As shown in Table 1 (Figure 4.3), Dr. John, a member of Sam's assignment team finds

himself busy and wants one of his subordinates to provide treatment temporarily. Dr.

John adds Ms. Catherine (i.e., a resident medical student) to Sam's delegation team

so that Catherine can access Sam's radiology data temporarily. Table 2 in Figure 4.3

refelects that Ms.Catherine is added to Sam's delegation team. Catherine accesses Sam's

radiology data based on the services available to the resident medical student in the

organization. However, Dr. John based on the requirement may delegate a subset of his

services to Catherine to access Sam's radiology data. As shown in Figure 4.3 a timer is
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ù. Johr

D.. Smiù

Figure 4.4: DICOM Service Access Operation

started when Catherine is added to the Sam's delegation team. Catherine's access rights

are revoked either at the end of expiration time or at the discretion of Dr. John. The

delegation and revocation rights of Dr. John are permitted based on the delegation and

revocation rules his role possesses in the organization.

4.5.6 Case Study 5: A user accesses DICOM services on pa-

tient's medical data

The members of Sam's assignment or delegation teams access DICOM services on Sam's

radiology data. The security node transparent to the user performs authorizaíion check.

Authorization check is constrained to the fact that user should be a member of the Sam's

assignment or delegation team and the DICOM service requested should be listed in the

list of DICOM services for the users role in the organization. For instance, Dr. John

acting as a general physician in hospital ((4" requests to retrieve Sam's radiology data.

The general physician role possessing the DICOM service allows Dr. John to retrieve

Sam's medical data.
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As shown in Table (Figure 4.4) Dr. John is a member of the Sam's assignment team

and possesses the right to access DICOM service (i.e., to retrieve radiology data). The

security node at hospital "4" shown in Figure 4.4 uses the services of patient location

service and finds that Sam's radiology data is located at hospital ((8". After locating

the data, the security node at hospital ((4" dispatches the request to the security node

in hospitai "8". The security node at hospital "8" trust the security node at hospital

"4". Therefore, the security node at hospitals "8" transfers Sam's radiology data to the

security node at hospital "4" expeditiously. The security node at hospital ((4" in turn

transfers the radioiogy data obtained from security node at hospital "8"and the data

under its own control to Dr. John.

The security node at hospital "A." denies Dr. John's request either if he does not belong to

Sam's assignment or delegation team or if the role does not possess the reqested DICOM

service. For example, Dr. Anderson is a health care professonal at hospital ú(4" but is

not a member of Sam's assignment or delegation team. Therefore, when Dr. Anderson

attempts to access Sam's radiology data an appropriate error message is displayed. The

authorization engine which is transparent to the user (i.e., Dr. Anderson) denies access

and maintains a log of this event.

4.5.6 Case Study 6: A Patient leaves the hospital after comple-

tion of treatment

An event is generated by RIS when a patient leaves the hospital after the treatment.

The generated event excludes the members of the Sam's assignment and delegation team

recursively till both the teams are empty. The event is propagated to security nodes

at hosoital ((8" and "C" where Dr. Ram and Dr. James are members of the Sam's
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assignment team. The propagated event excludes the members of the assignment

delegation team recursively. This process continues till the chain ends.
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and

4.6 Run Time Behaviour

A SSL session is established, prior users can perform a variety of operations between the

client and the server. The server in this case is in a continuously listening mode. Initially

a login frame shown in Figure 4.5, allows user to enter his / her user name and password.

Figure 4.5: Login Frame

The login frame then contacts the server for user validation. The server in turn checks

for authentication of the user. As shown in Figure 4.6, the server then returns a set of

roles, which the user possesses in the organization, if the user is valid; otherwise a Login

Frame with login failure message appears. The sessions are maintained for persons who

login successfully, either till the user closes the browser, or the system is terminated ab-

normally. The login frame also allows the user to change his / her password. Valid users

select a role from a set of roles, which are displayed in Figure 4.6. Four different types of

roles are found in an organization: security administrator, receptionist, researcher, and

general user. Appropriate frames are displayed based on the user's role selection.
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Figure 4.7:

Frame

The Figure 4.7, shows

ministrator to perform

performed by a security

Figure 4.6: User Information Flame

Security Administrator Figure 4.8: Add User Frame
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Figure 4.9: Add Role Flame Figure 4.10: Add Service Flame

1. Adding an user: The add user frame, shown in Figure 4.8, allows to add a new user

to the system.

2. Adding a role: The add role frame, shown in Figure 4.9, allows to add a new role

to the system.

3. Adding a service: The add service frame, shown in Figure 4.10, allows to add a

new service to the svstem.
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Adding an operation: The add operation frame, shown in Figure 4.11, allows to

add a new operation to the system.

Adding a role to the user: The add user role frame shown in Figure 4.12, allows to

add a new role to the user.

Figure 4.13: Add Role Service Flame Figure 4.14: Add Service Operation

Flame

Adding a service to a role: The add role service frame shown in Figure 4.13, allows

to add a new service to the role.

Adding an operation to the service: The add service operation frame shown in

Figure 4.14, allows to add a ne\ry operation to the service.

Removing an user: The remove user frame shown in Figure 4.15, allows to remove

an existing user from the system.

9. Removing a role: The remove role frame shown in Figure 4.16, allows to remove an

existing role from the system.

tÀI+
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Figure 4.15: Remove userFÌame Figure 4.16: Remove Role Flame

Removing an operation: The remove operation frame shown in Figure 4.17, allows

to remove an existing operation from the system.

Revoking a role from the user: The remove user role frame shown in Figure 4.18,

allows to revoke a role from the user. user.
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10.

11.

Figure 4.17: Remove Operation Frame Figure 4.18: Remove User Role Fbame
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Figure 4.I9: Remove Role Service

Frame

Figure 4.20: Remove Service Operation

Flame
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12. Removing a service from the role: The remove service operation frame shown in

Figure 4.19, allows to remove a service from the roie.

13. Removing an operation from the service: The remove service operation frame shown

in Figure 4.20, allows to remove an operation from the service operation list.

14. Modifying a role hierarchy: The hierarchy frame shown in Figure 4.21, allows to

add and delete roles from the role hierarchy dynamically. The hierarchy frame also

allows to clear the whole hierarchy facilitating to build the hierarchy from scratch.

The receptionist uses the frame shown in Figure 4.22, to assign a authorized healthcare

professional to the patient's heaithcare team.

The researcher can use the frame shown in Figure 4.23,to perform keyword search. How-

ever, the key word should not identify any individual. Prior researcher performs a search;

the approval committee approves the search. The DICOM medical images are forwarded
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Figure 4.21: Role Heirarchy Frame

Figure 4.22: Receptionist Assignment Frame

Figure 4.23: Researcher Access Flame
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to filtering module before dispatching the DICOM medical images to the user. The filter-

ing engine replaces the embedded demographics with a delimiter as shown in Figure 4.24

and Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.24: Sample DICOM File before

Filtering

Figure 4.25: Sample DICOM File after

Filtering

A general user as shown in Figure 4.26, can perform four types of operations assignment,

delegation, revocation, and accessing DICOM Services.

Figure 4.26: General User Access Flame
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The assignment operation frame shown in Figure 4.27 , allows a general user to assign

another user to the patient's assignment team.

Figure 4.27: Assignment Operation Frame

The delegation operation frame shown in Figure 4.28, allows a general user to delegate

another user to the patient's delegation team.

Figure 4.28: Delegation Operation Frame
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The revocation operation frame shown in Figure 4.29, allows a general user to revoke
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rights of another user to access patient's medical data.

Figure 4.29: Revocation Operation FYame

The DICOM access service frame shown in Figure 4.30, allows a general user to perform

DICOM services on patient's medical data.

Figure 4.30: DICOM Acess Service Request Flame
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Introduction

In the Winnipeg region hospitals are being connected together to share medical data. But

according to government policies, medical data is classified highly confidential. Health

care professionals account for any violations in maintaining the privacy and the confi-

dentiality of medical data and any violations is a serious crime. Therefore, health care

professionals are reluctant to share medical data in the interconnected hospital network.

This is due to lack of proper security infrastructure to maintain the privacy and confi-

dentiality of medical data.

In this thesis we successfully designed and implemented a prototype of security framework

for DICOM medical images. The security framework maintains the privacy and the

confidentiality of the medical data transparent to the user constrained to the DICOM

standard and PHIA. The security framework contains the following components:

1. Authentication engine which validates the user.
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2. Authorization engine which provides access control scalable across hospitals.

3. Filtering engine which repiaces the demographics embedded in the DICOM medical

images with a delimiter.

4. Log maintenance engine which maintains the log for every successful and unsuc-

cessfui access to medical data.

5.2 Evaluation of the Security Framework for DI-

COM medical images

The components in the framework act as middleware between the user and DICOM

server. The framework is flexible because new security components can be added with-

out modifying the application. The authorization engine provides access control scalable

across hospitals. The existing access control models such as TMAC, rule-based role del-

egation model, OASIS access control model provide access control in health care domain

but they are restricted to a single hospital. Our access control model is a combination of

TMAC model and rule based role delegation model.

We used simple trust relationship between security nodes to make access control scalable

across hospitals instead of generalizing the access control rules. With simple trust rela-

tionship, our access control authorizes the user locally but allows the user to access data

located anywhere in the hospitals internetwork. Unlike the TMAC model that maintains

a single patient team, we maintain two separate teams: the assignment team and the

delegation team. The separation of teams into assignment team and delegation team

makes team management easy.
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The rule-based role delegation model assume a role hierarchy in an organization. This

assumption makes rule-based role delegation model highly inflexible because the role

hierarchy is not updated when a new role is added or an existing role is deleted from the

hierarchy. Our access control model initializes the role hierarchy from an XML file that

maintains the role hierarchy in an organization. The XML file is updated dynamically

when a role is added to the hierarchy or removed from the hierarchy. We maintain

three different logs for a hospital network authentication log, DICOM services access log,

and assignment, delegation, and revocation log. These logs aid in the investigation of

any security breaches. We used SSL for communication to maintain the integrity of the

communication and to protect the communication from eaves-dropping.

5.3 Future 'Work

There are several major areas for future research. Examples of such areas are discussed

below.

We designed and implemented a security framework but its correctness is yet to be

proved. Formal specifications can be used to determine the correctness of a system

theoretically. Defining a formal specification of the access control model provided

in this security framework would be a valuable extension.

Any system is rated based upon its performance. Therefore it is required to perform

performance analysis of the security framework in terms of increases in the number

of users in the system, increases in the number of teams in the system (i.e., increase

in the number of patients visiting a hospital), etc. To perform any such performance

analysis, requires radioiogy information systems. This author is unaware of any

simulation tool or test-bed that generates events that occur in radiology information
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systems. Designing such tool is very challenging.

In our design the number of security nodes in the hospital network is determined

based on the size of the hospital. When more than one security nodes exist in the

hospital network, there is a possibility that one of the security nodes gets over-

loaded more often. It will be interesting to study how this load can be balanced

among the security nodes.

Recently watermarking technology is gaining importance in the field of security.

Watermarking technology can aid in the investigation of any security breaches while

disclosing medical images. It will also be interesting to study how watermarking

technology can be used in DICOM image files.

Auditing the log data manuaily is a cumbersome process. Therefore, various au-

diting mechanisms that best suits our model has to examined in future.

To ensure security, the public and private keys have to be changed regularly. The

keys need to be tracked by the security nodes. Key distributor engine (that manages

the keys efficiently) is a very valuable component that need to be added to our

framework in future.
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